Let us denote by I(n,k) the group of bordism classes of immersions of closed smooth 7j-manifolds in closed smooth (n + 7t)-manifolds (k > 0) . We can make I(*,k) into a graded algebra over the unoriented bordism ring. This algebra is polynomial. In this paper we give two sets of immersions which are polynomial generators.
Statement of main result
We consider immersions of closed smooth «-manifolds in closed smooth (n + k)-manifolds, k > 0, n > 0. Given two immersions /: M -> N and /: M'->iV',we say that they are bordant if there exists an immersion F : V -> IV such that (i) F is a compact smooth (n + l)-manifold whose boundary dV is diffeomorphic to the disjoint union MUM1, (ii) If is a compact smooth (n+k + l)-manifold whose boundary is diffeomorphic to NUN', (iii) F\M = f and F\M' = f . 0 < /, < /2 < • • • < id . úí > 0 ; 0 < a, < a2 < ■ ■ ■ < ak}, where yn is the canonical line bundle over the real projective space P" .
We also give a similar set of generators formed from Milnor manifolds. In §2 we define generators for the bordism of embeddings which will be used to construct the generators for I(* ,k). We begin §3 with a theorem [13] that gives an isomorphism between I(*,k) and the bordism of an infinite loop space. Then, following [2, 12, 16] , we define Dyer-Lashof operations in homology and in bordism. In §4 we define the operations Qr and give the proof of the main theorem.
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Embeddings modulo bordism
In order to study the algebra /(* ,k) we have to consider first the ^-module E(*,k) of bordism classes of embeddings. The definition of E(n,k) is the same as that of I(n,k) but now we take embeddings instead of immersions. The operations (a) and (c) give E(*,k) the structure of an ^-module.
We denote by MO the Thorn spectrum for unoriented cobordism and by y^(-) the associated geometric homology theory [6] . The structure of E(*,k) is given by the following.
2.1 Theorem [17] . The Thom-Pontryagin construction defines an isomorphism of yVt-modules E(* , k) = yVt+k(MOk). a
Recall that any map of spectra tp: E -> F defines a natural transformation (p: £""(-) -» F*(-) between the cohomology theories defined by E and F , and a natural transformation cp: £,(-) -> F (-) between the associated homology theories. Using the fact that the smash product of spectra is a bifunctor on the homotopy category of spectra [ 14] one can easily prove the following.
2.2 Lemma. Let <p: E -> F be a map of ring spectra, (i) If X is an H-space then ç: Et(X) -► Ft(X) preserves the Pontryagin product, (ii) (tp(x),(p(y)) = <p(x,y), (iii) <p(a n b) = <p(a) n <p(b). (iv) <p and <p preserve the external products. D Let HZ2 be the Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectrum with Z/2Z = Z2 coefficients. We denote by / : MO -> HZ2 the map of ring spectra defined by the universal Thorn classes [3] . We have a natural transformation p: yV(-) -> Ht(-;Z2) given by p[M ,f] = fo(M), where a(M) is the fundamental class mod 2 of M. Thom proved that p is surjective [15] . Let M be a closed «-manifold. Using the fact that p is the unique natural transformation that sends the fundamental class of a closed manifold in bordism to its fundamental class in homology and the properties in 2.2, one can easily show that, under the natural equivalence y^(-) = MOt(-), t_ corresponds to p. The structure of yV(-) as an yT-module is given by the following.
2.3 Theorem [6] . Let X be a space. The J^-module AV(X) is free. A family {a¡}i€l of homogeneous elements in AV^(X) is an Al^-basis if and only if {p(a¡)}¡eI isa Z2-basisfor Ht(X;Z2). o
In order to find generators for the bordism of embeddings, we begin by giving generators for yVt(BO(k)). Let £ be a vector bundle. We denote by e(¿¡) its Euler class and by t(Ç) its Thom class in cobordism. We denote by e(Q its Euler class and by t($) its Thom class in Z2-cohomology. Let z: X -> T£, be the inclusion of the zero section into the Thom space of £. Since e(Ç) = z*(?(0) and e(Q = z*(t(Ç)), it follows that /(£(£)) = e(£) ■ It is known [3] that MO*(BO(l)) s MO*(pt)[[e(y(l)}} and that H*(BO(l)) = Z2[e(y(l))}, where y (I) is the universal bundle over 50 (1) .
We then have unique elements /?, EJ^(BO(l)) and ßj E H¡{BO{\)\Z2) such that (e(y(l))' ,°ßp = Sjj and o (e(y( 1 ))', ßj) = ôjj . We also define ß0 = [{point} , /], where / is the inclusion, and ß0 the generator of H0(BO(l) ;Z2). Now we are going to give a basis for Ht(BO(k) ;Z,). Take <lk -y(l) x ■ ■ ■ x 7(1) (k factors) with classifying map mk: BO(l)k -* BO(k). The i'th StiefelWhitney class of £k is given by m*k(wj(y(k))) = oj(ui ,u2, ... ,uk), where fj( is the /th elementary symmetric polynomial in ux, u2,...,uk and where Uj E Hx(BO(l)k;Z2) is p*(e(y(l))), p}: BO(l)k -BO(l) the projection on the 7th factor. It is known that m*k is an isomorphism onto the symmetric subalgebra 5 c H*(BO(l)k: ;Z,). For each sequence 0 </,< /2 <■•■</. , consider the monomial u\' u2 ■ ■ ■ u'k and let 0(. (. f be the smallest symmetric polynomial containing this monomial. Clearly these polynomials are a basis for S. Therefore, for each collection 0 < i, < i2 < ••• < ik, the elements ai, A,..../* e H*(BO(k);Z2) such that <K, ,2. "J = */l>/2t".A , are a basis for H*(BO(k);Z2). Proof. Let us write e for e(y(l)) and e for e(y(l)). e now give specific representatives for the elements ßi E AV^BO^)).
2.7 Definition. We define bk EAV^P00) to be the equivalence class of H(l,k) C Px x Pk i Pk h P°° where H(l,k) is the Milnor manifold [11] (a hypersurface contained in P x P ) and n is the projection. k-\ ■ 2.8 Lemma. e(y(l)) n bk = b¡ Proof. Let ym be the restriction of y (I) to Pm and let jk: PA"' -» Pk be the inclusion. We denote the equivalence class of H( 1, k) -► P x P by ak . Then
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use e(y(l)) C\bk = (gk o n)t(l x e(yk)r\ak). On the other hand bk_x = (gk o n)/e(yx M yk) n (id xjk)t(o(Px x Pk~x))).
But e(yk) is Poincaré dual to [P ~ ,jk] and so 1 x e(yk) is Poincaré dual to (id xjk)to(Px x P ~ ). It is known that ak is Poincaré dual to e(yx Eä yk) [3] . Therefore their cap products are the same and the lemma follows. G 2.9 Proposition. An AV^-basis for yVt(BO(k)) is given by the elements rnk^(b¡ x b x ■ ■ ■ x b ), for each collection 0 < i, </,<•••</..
Proof. We denote by P(Q the projective bundle associated to a vector bundle ¡Z. Then H(l,n) = P(yx © en~ ), where e"~ is the trivial (n -l)-bundle.
Hence by [7] [H(l, «)] = 0 in Jfn (n > 1). With this result and 2.8 we have that We also consider the empty collection and we associate to this one the embedding cf) c {point}. With this notation we have the following.
2.12 Theorem, (a) The embeddings
for each collection 0 < /, < i2< •■■< ik, are an yV-basis for E(* ,k).
(b) The embeddings
for each collection 0 < /, < i2< ■■■ < ik, are an yV-basis for E(*,k).
Proof. The theorem follows from 2.1, 2.10, 2.9 and 2.6. o
DYER-LASHOF OPERATIONS IN HOMOLOGY AND IN BORDISM
We begin this section with the theorem that gives an isomorphism between the bordism algebra of immersions and the bordism of an infinite loop space. Given a pointed space (X ,x0), we denote by QX the direct limit, under suspensions, lim ü."S"(X,xn), where Q"(-) denotes the space of «-loops and
where S"(-) denotes the nth suspension.
3.1 Definition. We define ak: I(n,k) -» yVn+k(QMOk) as follows. Let [/: M -* N] E I(n,k).
We can find an embedding fQ: M -> N x Rr (taking r > n -k + 1) such that fQ is regularly homotopic to the composition With this notation we have the following 3.2 Theorem [13] . ak: I(*,k) -» ^^(gMOj), k > 0, is an isomorphism of yV-algebras, a
In order to calculate yV(QMOk) we need the Dyer-Lashof operations. To define the operations we need the following two propositions [8] . Let £ be a contractible space with a free action of X2 and let Z2 act on X by permuting the factors. We denote by Bt the normalized Bar resolution for Z2 over Z2 (hence each Bn is a free Z2[I,]-module in one generator en). (2) x,2 X2 ;Z2)
772"+,(X;Z2)
where h°°(a) = ei ®Zi a®a. In particular if A!" is an infinite loop space then X is a ^-space, where 9^ is the cubes operad. Since g^ is an Ti^-operad we have Dyer-Lashof operations in the homology of X. Now following [2, 12, 16] we define Dyer-Lashof operations in the bordism of a ^-space.
We begin by defining functions acts on Sr by the antipodal action and on M by permuting the coordinates; i: Sr -► S" is the usual inclusion.) It is easy to see that when r < n , q" is a homomorphism.
3.6 Definition. Let X be a ^-space. We define homomorphisms Qr: yV(X) -* AV2 (X), which are natural with respect to maps of ^-spaces, as follows. There is a X2-equivariant homotopy equivalence j: S°° -» 5^ (2) [10] so we have a homotopy equivalence 5°° xT X x X ~ ^(2) xL X x X. Qr is the composition: â°°n (X)%yr2n+r(S°°xZ2XxX) = ^2n+r^oo(2)*Z2X*X) ^ ^2n+r(*)■
The operations q" were defined when A' is a closed manifold in [16] . The operations Qr satisfy properties analogous to those satisfied by the Dyer-Lashof operations in homology [2, 12] . The first square commutes by 3.8, the other two by naturality of p. The composition at the top is the definition of Qr ■ it is easy to see that the composition at the bottom coincides with Qr using the generalization of the theorem of acyclic models due to Dyer and Lashof [8] . D
With these operations we can give the structure of Ht(QX ;Z2) and yV(QX) as follows: consider sequences 7 = (/', ,i2, ... ,if) such that 0 < /, < i2 < ■ ■ ■ < id , d > 0, and call these sequences monotone. Take the iterated product Q, = ß" ß,-2 • ■ • Q,d and Q, = ß. ß,2 • ■ • Q¡d. We have the following 3.10 Theorem [4, 5, 8] . Let X be a connected space and let {Xa} A be a Z2-basis for Hl\X\Z2) C Ht(QX;Z2). There is an isomorphism of Z2-algebras Ht(QX;Z2) = Z2[Q¡(xn)\I is monotone, and aeA], n 3.11 Proposition. Let X be a connected space and let {y"}neA bean yV^-basis for yV(X) c yV(QX).
There is an isomorphism of yV^-algebras yV(QX) = AK\Q,(yit)\I is monotone and aeA]. We will give a description of Qr. In order to do this we need some preliminary results.
The following two lemmas can be easily proved. 
The first square is induced by the projection. The composition at the top is equivariant so we have a pull-back diagram. We then have a pretransfer T which in this case has the form T(a,yx ,y2) = [joi(a) ,(-a,y2,yx) ,(a,yx ,y2)]. This gives a transfer for p that we denote by x(p).
Let Q°° be the functor that associates to each spectrum the Oth space of the associated Q-spectrum.
The map associated to the immersion Qr[f: M -» N] is given by the adjoint of (2) Proof. The theorem follows from 3.2, 2.12, 3.11 and 4.5. □
